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The SBMT architecture has 2 parts.
§ SBMT client
§ SBMT server 



The SBMT client runs locally.

§ Written in Java 8 for cross-platform support

§ Uses additional third-party libraries: VTK for 3D 
visualization, Apache Commons Math for some 
mathematical procedures, JFreeChart for plotting

§ Communicates with the server to download data and 
perform queries



The SBMT server has 2 components.

§ A web server with PHP support

§ A MySQL database for storing metadata

§ Searched data is cached locally on user’s machine 
and downloaded again only if  server data is updated

§ Currently over 2 TB of data on server
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The SBMT includes many datasets.
These include shape models, registered images, 
spectra, and altimetry datasets from spacecraft 
missions, and geophysical data products. 

The SBMT includes comets, near-Earth asteroids, main-
belt asteroids, and planetary satellites.

Visit sbmt.jhuapl.edu/Object-Index.php for a complete 
listing of objects and datasets. 

http://sbmt.jhuapl.edu/Object-Index.php
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The SBMT user interface has 4 parts.
Menu bar

Control panel Rendering panel

Status bar



Each part serves a different purpose.

§ Menu bar: Adjust preferences, select shape models, 
update password, access help/tutorials, etc.

§ Control panel: Set shape model parameters, search 
for and display spacecraft data, map structures, etc.

§ Rendering panel: View shape models and spacecraft 
datasets in three dimensions, etc.

§ Status bar: See range to object, etc.



Preferences affects several things.
The preferences dialog 
allows users to change 
how the shape model is lit, 
the pick tolerance, 
selection color, and 
background color.

Click “Preferences”, then 
make the desired changes 
in the dialog that opens.



Lighting options

Light kit Headlight Fixed light 
(user can specify intensity, 

latitude/longitude, and distance to 
the light source)

Use the radio buttons to toggle between the options. Click
“Apply to Current View” to apply the lighting to the shape.



Background color

Changing the background color can be helpful for visualizing 
the limbs of partially-illuminated shape models. Click
“Change” and then choose the desired color.

Black background Green background
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The save state capabilities are under active 
development. The following slides describe how the 

save state feature works in version 0.6.5 of the SBMT. 
Additional save state capabilities will be forthcoming in 

versions 0.7.0 and 0.7.5 of the Tool.

SBMT



What the SBMT save state does.

§ The save state feature allows users to close the Tool 
and re-open it with the exact same viewing geometry.

§ In version 0.6.5, “Save Session As...” does not save 
the images, structures, regional DTMs, or custom 
data displayed on the body.

§ Users must save these before closing the Tool and 
then reload the saved files.



Example: Using “Save Session As...”

§ A user is working on the Gaskell (2013) shape model 
of Vesta.

§ The user has the shape model oriented just the way 
she wants it.

§ The user has several images mapped, as well as 
some structures and a regional DTM.



Step 1: Save the list of images.

Click “save selected list” to 
save the list of mapped images.



Step 2: Save the structures.

Click “Save...” to save the 
mapped structures.

Note: You must save each type 
of structure separately (i.e., 
circles, paths, etc. are their own 
separate files).



Step 3: Save the regional DTMs.

Click “Save FITS File...” 
to save the regional DTM.

Note: You must save each DTM 
individually.



Step 4: Save the session.

Name the file.

Then click “save”.



Example: Loading a saved session

§ A user previously saved the session using File à
“Save Session As...” and then quit the Tool.

§ The user reopens the Tool, 
switches to the body of interest, 
which is shown in its default state.



Example: Loading a saved session

§ The user goes to File à
Open Session and selects 
the saved .sbmt file. 



Example: Loading a saved session

§ The Tool then updates to 
the same view as exited 
before the Tool closed.

§ Finally, the user would 
load in the saved list of 
images, the structure 
files, regional DTMs, and 
any custom data. Note: “Open Session” does not yet reproduce the 

lighting or shape model representation.



SBMT
For more information, visit 

sbmt.jhuapl.edu.


